
WHAT TO EXPECT
Watch the training video / Read the manual please.
As with any new tool you must learn how to use the PMD. 
The PMD is easy to use, but it takes practice.

White Disc
For ultra sensitive skin

Gray Disc
For very sensitive skin

Blue Disc
For sensitive skin

Green Disc
Medium strength abrasion

Red Disc
Maximum strength abrasion
(available to purchase separately)

Black Disc
For use on the body
(available to purchase separately)

If the PMD plastic cap is not screwed on tightly against the black rubber O ring There 
will be no suction.

The exfoliating disc must sit slightly below the plastic cap. Otherwise your skin may 
catch on the edge of the disc. This can create scratches or red marks.. If this does 
happens do not be alarmed. These marks are only superficial irritations and they will 
NOT last. Use a good moisturizer and the skin will regenerate quickly.

The PMD vacuum suction is strong and will pull at your skin. If you are not careful, the 
PMD can get stuck to the skin. To prevent this, pull the skin tight with your free hand and 
constantly keep the PMD in motion.  No pressure is necessary. Let the tool do the work. 
If the PMD becomes suctioned to your skin, you may exfoliate beyond the dead 
skin–cell layer. This may result in red skin irritations or scrape marks. 

If this happens do not be alarmed. These irritations will fade away within a few days. 
They are not permanent. They simply resulted from over exfoliation in one spot. As you 
quickly become familiar with the PMD you will learn how to avoid this. 

If you are using any chemical peels, hydroxy acids, retinols or retin A, or similar 
products. You must STOP! Since your skin needs time to regenerate wait at least 7 full 
days before using the PMD. Consult your Doctor if questions.

If your skin is extremely sensitive the PMD may not be best for your skin; If you decide 
to use the tool you should use the white disc only. (You can purchase white disc 
separately online).

Not everyone will see the dead skin residue, as shown on our demo videos after using 
the PMD. This does not mean that the PMD is not working. The amount of residue you 
see following your treatment is based on your skin type  and the climate you live in. 
More oily skin types and those living in humid climates will often not see the dead skin 
residue. This is common. 

ANY QUESTIONS? CALL US.
We’re happy to help you!



PMD Quick Start Guide
Watch the training video / Read the manual please.
As with any new tool you must learn how to use the PMD. 
The PMD is easy to use, but it takes practice.

Thoroughly cleanse the skin: Allow it to completely dry. 

Connect the power cord and twist tight.

Start your 1st treatment using the small white disc. 

Make sure the disc sits slightly 
below the cap as shown here. 
Push gently on the top of the 
disc if necessary.

          Lineal movements are   
          best—it is similar to   
          vacuuming carpet.

Pull your skin tight with your free hand so the disc  glides 
smoothly across the surface of your skin.

Place the PMD on your skin and you’ll feel the suction. 
Always Keep your tool moving across the treatment area. 
Do not hover or stop in one spot !                             
Beginners! Do not pass over the skin more than twice.
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Changing the disc and cap:

Twist the cap o� and select the desired disc color and size.
Pull the disc straight o� and replace it with the new one,    
pushing it onto the shaft. Replace the cap and twist it tightly 
against the O ring.

Push the disc down so it sits slightly below the top of the 
cap!

Note to Beginners: Test new discs and colors on your arm 
or neck and watch how your skin reacts. If there is any pain. 
Stop and call us. Each disc color provides a di�erent level of 
intensity. (See chart on reverse side.)

Important: Twist the cap tight against the black O ring to 
make sure it seals. If it’s not tight, no suction will occur.
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ANY QUESTIONS? CALL US.
We’re happy to help you!
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